
PART#: 75108-597
MFG: BUICK
MODELS & YEARS:

Regal GS 1997.5 - 2004
Regal LS 1997.5 - 2004

MOUNTING LOCATION:
Right side of radio

 TOOLS REQUIRED:
10mm nut driver
9/32" nut driver
Protective tape

HARDWARE INCLUDED:
None

08-14-03

* *  ADVISEMENT  * *
Read instructions completely prior to
starting installation. All InDash Mounts
are designed so that after installation,
phone is facing normal driver position
for left-hand drive vehicles. This mount
is not designed to be used in foreign
countries with right-hand drive vehicles.
Use extreme care when working around
the plastic components on the dash.
Excess force, can cause breakage of the
plastic components.
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CELL PHONE & MEDIA MOUNT

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

There may be recent updates to this Instruction Sheet, please visit our website or contact PanaVise Products, Inc. for the latest revision as well as for the most
complete up-to-date PanaVise InDash Applications List:  7540 Colbert Dr., Reno, NV, Phone: 800.759.7535, 775.850.2900, Fax: 800.395.8002, www.panavise.com

© 2002 PanaVise Products, Inc.

STEP #1 Remove the bezel that surrounds the shifter panel by using both hands and grasping the bezel from
the sides right in front of the shifter and pulling upward to release two clips. Continue pulling towards
the back of the bezel to release four more clips. Once all clips have been released disconnect the wires
and set bezel aside.  Release shifter boot cover (four clips) and lift up but DO NOT remove.  Set out
of the way.

STEP #2 With the 10mm socket remove two vertically bolted 10mm screws in back of the shifter. Open the
arm rest and remove a rubber mat inside to expose two more 10mm screws; remove these two screws.
Remove two screws, one on each side, from the front of the console under the dash. Open glove box;
with both hands grasp the bezel that surrounds the climate control from both sides, and pull to release
two clips on the top of the bezel. Place a rag on top of the shifter panel to avoid scratching the panel.
Place some tape to the right side of the bezel opening for the climate control.

STEP #3 Grasp the center console from the back and lift up; at the same time pull towards the back just enough
to expose a screw located on the right side of the climate control (the console will rise over the shifter
panel). Push bezel towards the right side as much as possible to facilitate installation. With the 9/
32 nut driver remove the screw from the right side of the climate control. Guide InDash Mount
through the climate control opening of the bezel, align with the climate control's hole and reinstall
the screw.

STEP #4 Position the console back into proper place and push the top sides of the bezel that surrounds the
climate control to secure the top clips. Reinstall all the 10mm screws, reconnect wires to the bezel
that surrounds the shifter panel and push into place. Remove the tape from the climate control
opening.

STEP #5 Attach the phone holder to InDash Mount. If using a PortaGrip phone holder, adjust to size of phone
prior to mounting.

INSTALLATION IS NOW COMPLETE.  ENJOY YOUR NEW PANAVISE INDASH MOUNT.

Final installation picture


